Residential F Commercial
Specialists in all applications and technology related to fine interior and exterior illumination
Electrical Contracting including lighting controls, emergency generators and surge suppression

Consultation F Design F Installation F Maintenance

Illuminations Lighting Design is Texas' Only
Full Service Lighting & Electrical Firm.
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Illuminations Lighting Design (ILD) has provided streamlined solutions for
home and business owners since 1980. Our focus includes all applications and
technologies related to the design, installation and maintenance of interior and
exterior illumination. Further, we offer a complete range of general electrical
contracting and lighting control services. We can meet any electrical and
lighting requirement with unsurpassed knowledge, experience and customer
service orientation.

"ILD did a fantastic job installing my new indoor
and outdoor landscape lighting. Your electricians
were so neat, clean and efficient I could hardly tell
that anyone had been at my house doing work.
I plan to recommend your company to all my
friends and family. The lighting adds greatly to the
pleasure of my home."

A Passion for Perfection
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Just as the dimmer switch taught us that there is more to light than simply ON
or OFF, Illuminations has shown the world the endless variation, the enchanting
spectrums, the infinite gradations of light that can be painted across the wide
canvas that stretches between night and day. Whether you are looking for help
with a single cabinet, a single room, or an entire estate, Illuminations Lighting
Design will be there for you from initial concept through final implementation.

Illuminations Lighting Design
607 Durham Drive F Houston, Texas 77007-5316
Main Line: 713.863.1133 F Toll Free: 800.863.1184 F Fax: 713.863-0044
www.illuminationslighting.com

1980-2010
"I have a great deal of appreciation for
organizations that follow through. You
have a well-tuned machine and it is clear
that Illuminations is the premier lighting
company in Houston, Texas. We wish you
continued success in your business. You
run a fine organization and it is a pleasure
doing business with everyone at ILD."
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"Your men were by far the most organized
personnel that have ever been to my
home. They installed my new landscape
lighting system very efficiently and without
destroying the garden. Without asking, the
crew repaired a fountain pump which was
clogged up! That attention to detail sets
your company apart from the competition."

